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USER INTERFACE DESIGN ASSISTANT
Hs.rald Reiferer

.tmpirical surveys have shown that an average of 48% of the code in new
business applicalions wi th graphicaluser interfaces (GUTs) is devoted to tim
USer interfnce portion (Myers & Rosson 1992), or the user interfaces of new
oppllcations, 74% were implemented using a too! kit, an interface builder, or
a user interfuce management systetn (UIMS), and 26% were implemented
using no tool . These results show timt most soflware developmenl projects
spend ·ignificant time aml resources on designing und programming the user
interfa e and that rnost projects are using user interface development tools.
The use of ·uch tools does not guaranlee GUfs ofhigh ctgonomic quality.
To reuch GUts of high ergonomic quality standanls e.g., ISO 924 1; ßN
:29241 , style guides (e.g., IBM, 1992; OSF, 1992; Microsoft:, 1992 und
guidelines (e.g., Mayhew, 1992) based on human factors knowledge have
beeu developed. 'rhe volume of available standards, style guides, and design
guides is enormous. losely related to this circum tance is the fa ct, !hat today
user interface designers need more and more cot!lpetence, knowledge, and
experience to hand le this enormous arnount of infonnation. For many user
interfnce designers this means that the execution of their jobs requires laking
into accounl fnr more infMmation than they can possibly keep in mind or apply. Empirical results have shown that most of tl1e software designers have
no or only very litnited knowledge about human factors (Molich & Nielsen,
1990; Beirnel ct al., 1992). Therefore most of them were not uble to apply
standards. style guides, or guidelines in the design process, even though they
hnve inforrnntion or get Information about their existence. In Beimet et al.
( 1992), designers were usked what kind of supporl they prefer to overcome
their Iack of human factors expert knöwledge. A large number of them said
lhat they would prefer computer-based design aids tlmt should bc integrated
in their development tools.
llowever, the problem is bow to capture and encode design knowledge relevant to the designcrs' tasks und how to present it to them in formats lhat
support their mode of work. The result is a need for user interface developmeut tools wilh domuin competence based on human factors knowledge
(e.g., standatds, style guides, design guides), which rnny be encountered,
learned, prnctised, and extendecl during ongoing use- in other words, tools
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in which users leurn on demund (Eisenberg & Fischer, 1993). All importanl
reseorch goal in Lhe nrea of user inlerface developmenl !ools is therefore to
discover helpful, unobtrusive, slructured, nnd organized ways lo inl grnte the
use ofprinciples, guidelines, Standards, style guides, and design rules Jnto the
tools wititout stining crentivity (Harlson & Boehm-Davis, [ 993). These
research issucs should include tnetbods and tools for offering the designcr
assista11ce in understanding, searching, antl app lying design pdnciplea,
guidelines, and Standards. This Ieads to tlle questions, what is lhe best pres >ntaLion format for communicating uscr interfuce design knowledge, and how
could we ensnre that it will be observed?

Design Ald Tools for Communleating User Interface
Design Knowledge
The development of design ald tools for offering the us r Interface designer
assistance in understunding, seurching nnd applying ergonotnie design
knowledge was the starting point for the GMD project IDA (User Interface
Design Assistant) (Reiterer, l993, 1994). The primttry gonl of this projcct is
lo incorporate domnirt cornpetence in user interface developmenl tools lo
ernpower Lhe user interfnce designers. This menns the developrnent tools nnd
the designers are bringing complementary strengths nnd weukncsses to lhe
job. Rather lhan communicuting with tools, lhe desi1:,tt1ers shou!d perceive the
use of U1e development tools ns comrnunication with an applicatiotl domnin
(Fischer & Lemke, 1988). To shape the tools into a ttuly usable and useful
medium, the tools should let lhe designers work directly on their problems
and U1eir tasks. The following design aid tools assisting the designers of
GUis during the design process have beeu developed in the IDA project:
• A library of reusable ergonomic int.erface software (conslruclion tool).
• An ndviser for ergonomic design support (ucJvice tool).
• A tool evalualing the ergonotnie quality of GUfs (quality ossumnce
tool).
All design uid tools nre inlegrnted in a user interface management system
(U!MS). The integmtion of the design aid tools i11to the ULMS is important.

Separate systems for constwction and enabliug have major deficiencies. lf
the argumentation ofthe enabling system is to serve design, it must do so by
infonning construction. Tbis cnn happen only if coustruclion, urgumentntion,
anti evalua1ion ure explicitly Hnked in an iutegrated desig11 environm.ent.
Konstanzer Online-Publikations-System (KOPS)
URL: http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-253202
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Presentation of the Design Aid Tools
To ~resent the differ~nt design aid tools to the designer in an integrated
fasluon, a control panel called IDA-Toolbar has been developed, which is
permanently placed on the screen. Figure 3.31 shows the IDA control panel
placed over the UIMS and a small example of a GUI, which is shown under
the UIMS . The designer can communicate with the IDA design aid tools by
the help of the control panel and its icons. If the designer wants some advice
during the design of a GUI, he or she activates the relevant icon in th~ IDA
control pan~l an~ gets a global or context-sensitive support through the
selected des1gn a1d tool. A control program behind the IDA control panel
con_trols _the communication and the data flow between the UIMS and all the
d~s1gn a1d tools. This control program defines a clear interface between the
d_Jfferent UIMS an~ th~ design aid tools. The control program is also responSlble for the coordmatwn of the different design aid tools. All project results
have been developed under Motif!UNIX and Windows/DOS.
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An important requirement for the project was to develop prototypes of taolindependent design aid tools. In principle it should be possible to integrate
the features of the design aid tools in each commercially available UIMS.
Therefore different UIMS have been us.ed as platforms for the integration of
the design aid tools. It is the task of the manufacturers of the UIMS to integrate the features of the different design aid tools into their UIMS.
Support Du ring the Construction of the User Interface
The IDA construction tool offers domain-oriented templates in a library, such
as generic and domain-specific interface objects ("Iook") and dialogue scripts
("feel"). Based on object-oriented mechanisms of the UIMS, templates of
generic and domain-oriented bujlding blocks are constructed-under consideration ofthe relevant ergonomic ·standards, style guides and guidelines-and
saved as object classes in the library. Using the library the designer generates
an instance from each template. This instance will be integrated in the interface under design. Therefore designers construct interfaces by obtaining predefined-templates from the library and placing them into the working area of
the UIMS. Now the designer can modify the instance of the template, based
on specific application requirements. This allows a "design by modification
approach."
An important requirement for the usefulness of the library is the available
information retrieval mechanism. Without powerful information retrieval
features the designer won't be able to find any relevant template for the specific design situation. Differentinformation retrieval mechanisms have been
built in the construction tool to assist the designer during the search for relevant interaction objects. One information retrieval mechanism integrated in
the IDA construction tool is a graphical browser, shown in Fig. 3.32.
The browser is based on a semantic tree, structuring the templates. This
structure differentiates the templates from a designer's point of virw and is
based on typical tables of content that one can find in style guides or
guidelines. The designer has the possibility to browse through the library by
using the semantic tree structure to find a relevant interaction object or dialogue script. If the designer prefers an alphabetic presentation of the
predefined templates, there is the possibility of changing to an alphabetic
listing of all predefined templates of the library. The designer can now
browse through the listing or can use a query function to find a template.

FIG. 3.31 Presentation ofthe IDA design aid tools.

I
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FIG. 3.32 !DA construction tool-graphical browser.

The query function is another information retrieval mechanism based on keywords (e.g., typical use of the templates, typical attributes of the templates,
names. of the templates) to search for a specific template. In a dialogue box,
typical keywords are presented in a drop-down combination box to the
designer, who can select one of the predefined keywords or use self-defined
ones. The results of the search are shown as items in a Iist box. That allows a
specific selection of templates.
If the designer wants to see the Iook and feel of a template before making a
selection, he or she can start a simulation mode that shows the Iook and feel
of the selected template. A visualization of the template, a Iist of all dialogue
scripts attached to this template, and important attributes of the template are
presented in separate windows. Figure 3.33 shows an example.
In the left window (entitled "<Arbeitsgebiet> <Operation>") the Iook and
feel of a template for typical data entry purposes is shown. In the right
window (entitled "Regeln - Funktionen - Attribute") the attached dialogue
scripts, application functions, and important attributes are shown. The

FIG. 3.33 IDA construction tool-look and feel of a template.

designer can now explore all important characteristics of the template, such
as its Iook and feel, because the presented visualization can be used in the
same way as the instance of the template. If the designer has found a
template with the relevant Iook and feel, he or she can make a sample of the
template. This sample will appear in the working area ofthe UIMS and can
then be used in the construction process of the user interface. If the designer
needs further information when and how to use a specific template, he or she
can activate the context-sensitive advice tool with the help of the advice icon
ltlJ (see Fig. 3.32).
The IDA construction tool does not help designers to perceive the shortcomings of an interface they are constructing; it includes only passive representatives. Constructions of user interfaces in the work area of the UIMS do not
talk back unless the designer has the skill and experience to form new
appreciations and understandings when constructing. Designers who are
unawa~e of human factors knowledge about user interface design do not perceive a breakdown if one of the design guidelines is violated. To\ support
designers in this situation, two other design aid tools were developed in the
IDA project.
Advice During the Design Process of the User Interface
\

The IDA advice tool assists the designer during the design of the user interface. If the designer needs support in the area of ergonomic user interface
design, there is global 1~r context-sensitive advice through activating the
advice tool. The aim of the advice system is to determine an analogy between
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the examples of the adviser and the current task of the designer. The
designers are aided in building an analogy by assuming that the presented example or information is relevant to their current task. If the designer wants
deeper information- for example, why the "lookP and "feel" of a specific
interaction object should be designed in a certain way-the designer gets it in
a form of a hypertext advise based on multimedia documents that are devel.
oped with the help of multimedia tools.
An important aspect in multimedia systems is the navigation support to prevent users from getting "lost in hyperspace." Therefore .different powerful
navigation mechanisms have been integrated in the advice tool. A graphical
browser, an index, and a text query function are available as global navigation tools. The graphical browser is based on the same structure as the
browser of the construction tool and structures the design knowledge in different sections. With the help of this browser the designer can browse
through all sections of the advice tool searching for an interesting topic. The
index and the text query function allow direct access to interesting topics.
A different concept to present design knowledge in a global way is the
guided tour of user interface design. The purpose of this guided tour is to explain how graphical user interfaces should be designed considering human
factors. Figure 3.34 shows the start window of the guided tour. Based on an
object-oriented GUI development life cycle-consisting of six steps-all
necessary design activities are described.

Guided Tour 1 (Einfuehrung)
Unter einer Gulded Tour versteht man eine Sicht aur die Beratungsfelstungen durch eine Aufgabenstellung. Ziel dieser Gulded Tour Ist dem
Deslgner·zu v~rdeutUchen, Ylie eine graphische Benutzungsschnittstelle
unter Berueckslchtigung soltware-ergonomlscher Anforderungen zu
gestalten Ist ln der Gulded Tour findet m-an eine Art Leseanlein.mg der
Beratung. ln der Graphik unten k.oennen Sie zu einer Tour m~ dem
entsprechendem Thema

~---~
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For each development step a predefined sequence of sections that the
designer should . follow is established. If the qesigner goes through all six
development steps; he or she will have visited all sections of the global
advice. This form of presentation allows a guided use of the advice tool and
is useful for the novice designer in the area of GUI design.
Activating the coritext-sensitive advice, the designer gets s~me information
on when and how to use the selected interaction object in the UIMS and what
sho~Jld be the ergonomic "look" and "feel" of this interaction object. The
selected object could be a generic interaction object (e.g., push button, Iist
box, edit text), a sample of a template, or apart of a complex dialogue object.
The necessary context information is transferred from the UIMS to the
advice tool to select the relevant section of the multimedia advice system.
After activating the advice tool the designer gets a short definition of important features of the selected interaction object. Figure 3.35 shows a typical
example of a multimedia document. Each document includes different navigation controls (menu items, icons, push buttons, hot spots), which allow a
differentiated presentation of knowledge.
If the designer wants a detailed presentation of all relevant design guidelines
for this interaction object, it is possible to open a follow-up window with the
help of the push button "Richtlinien" (see Fig. 3.35). Figure 3.36 shows the
related guideline window of Fig. 3.35. It offers in a textual and graphical
form an explanation of all important guidelines that have tobe considered in
using or designing this interaction object. Different colors are used to distinguish the different sources of guidelines (e.g., style guide, standard, literature). The guideline text on the right side will appear after clicking in the
graphical example on the left side. Depending on the selected area, the relevant guidelines appear.
If the de~igner needs further information on when and how to use an interaction object, there is specific support with the help of the push-button
"Anwendung" (see Fig. 3.35). In a new window a question and answer dialogue appears. Depending on the answers, the designer gets recorrtmendations about the use of available interaction objects and templates. In the main
window of the advice tool the recommended interaction object or templates ·
are shown.
I

FIG. 3.34 . IDA advice tool- guided tour ofuser interface design.

For some interaction objects an animated presentation of its use is available.
The designer could activate the animation with the help of the push button
"Animation" (see Fig. 3.315) getting an explanation of the use and the beha:ior of the interaction object. The animation is developed as a small mov1e
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Das Notebook stellt ein gebundenes Notizbuch dar, das verschiedene Seiten
enthält. Das Notebock Ist in unterschiedliche .Abschnitte unterteilt, die durch
Retter markiert sind. Der Benutzer kann in dem Notebock seitenweise
blättern oder mit Hilfe der Reiter den entsprechenden .Abschnitt wählen.

t? Weiterhin

können in einem Notebook auch Daten dargestellt werden, die
sich logisch ln verschiedene Gruppen unterteilen (Clip-Art-Bibliothek) oder
die sich alphabetisch sortieren (Adressenliste) lassen.

Eine Seite präsentiert Daten, die in logtsehe Gruppen zusammengefasst sind
(Beispielsweise ein alphabetisch sortierter Kartelkasten und als Marken die
Buchstaben des Alphabets benutzt).
Ein Notizbuch findet Anwendung, wenn +·Daten in Gruppen
zusammenfaßbar sind oder zu einem .. Objekt zugehörige
+ l!:.in.o;t.elhu).gen präsentiert werden.

FIG . 3.36 IDA advice tool-guidelines.

Quality Control of the User Interface Design Results

FIG. 3.35 IDA advice tool---definition.

that can be played, stopped, rewound, and so on, using a video player control
panel.
Whenever a relevant template in the library of the IDA construction tool is
available, the designer can retrieve it from the multimedia documents activating the construction icon II (see Fig. 3.35). The instance of this template is
automatically placed in the working area of the UIMS. Thus the designer
always has the possibility of switching between the advice and the construction tool, which gives a maximurn offlexibility in using the design aid tools.

The IDA quality assurance tool identifies potential problems in the artifact
being designed. It detects and critiques partial solutions constructed by the
designer. These critiques are basedonhuman factors knowledge and design
principles for user interface design. It is a form of performance critics whose
prime objective is to help users create high-quality products in the least
amount of time using as few resources as possible (Fischer et al., 1991).
Learning is not the primary concern of the performance critic but may occur
as a by-product of the interactions between users and critics. With tl\e help of
an expert system the knowledge is implemented in a knowledge base as interface objects and condition-action rules, which are tested whenever the de~
signer asks for a quality control. A very similar approach is found in
Löwgren and Nordquist (1992).
The passive quality assurance (critique) is explicitly invoked by the designer
when desiring an evaluation. The result of the current design process is saved
in a tool-dependent dialbgue definition language (DDL) file of the UIMS.
With the help of a parser this DDL file is translated in a taol-independent
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DDL file. The expert system of the IDA quality assurance "tool uses this file
as input and represents the result of the dialogue design with the help of an
object tree. Using the rules ofthe knowledge base and controlled by an inference mechanism the expert system analyses the conformance of the user interface with the human factors knowledge (analytic critique).This passive
form of quality assurance usually evaluates the (partial) product of the design
process, not the individual user actions that resulted in the product.
The results of the analytic critiquing process are presented in a special window shown in Fig. 3.37. The window ofthe explanation component contains
a short description of all discovered ergonomic deficiencies (heading
"ergonomische Abweichungen"), the source of the short description (heading
"Quelle der Regel"), and the identifier of the evaluated object (11eading
"Instanz des Designs"), which contains some ergonomic deficiencies. Now
the designer has different possibilities to continue the work. The designer
who needs further explanation of the comments can activate the IDA advice
tool with the help of the advice icon 111. lf a specific template is available, the
designer can ~!ivate the IDA construction tool with the help of the construction icon
lf the designer selects the identifier of an object, he or she
can activate the object editor of the UIMS (double-clicking the identifier) and
can reimplement the interaction object that contains some ergonomic defi-

II.

Eintrag Bealtleite~ sUmmt nicht mil den vorgesehe~en Werlei
Der Eintrag Abbrechen irt ~ich\ an lell~r Stelle.
Es ist kein IAenu ~ringen vorgesellen
,
Der Eintrag Umfeld stimmt licht mit den VII1JilSeheoon Wilrte~ u!!IJ
Es ist kein IAenu fllfe Vlll!leseoon
k1 der lllemJJor ist ei~ lllnemooic doppelt belegt.
Eine Gro~bo~ hat keinen :uweisboren 11~1
sind nicht

I
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FIG. 3.38 IDA quality assurance-dialogue box for automatic correcti on.

ciencies. In some situations it is possible to change the detected deficiencies
automatically. In this case the designer can activate a separate dialogue box
(activating the button "Automatische Korrektur"), which gives the opportunity to correct the deficiency. Figure 3.38 shows an example of such a
dialogue box that presents a faulty mnemonic of a menu item (labeled
"Gefundene Daten") and the necessary correction (labeled "Geforderte
Daten"). The benefit for the designer is in not having to branch into the editor
of the UIMS reimplementing the mnemonic of the menu item.
The set of currently implemented rules covers different groups. The first
group of rules represents user interface design principles of controls (e.g., Iist
box, drop-down Iist, push-button, group box, entry field, check box, radio
button). The second group of rules checks the content and structure of menus
(e.g., menu bar, pop-up menu, pull-down menu; cascaded menu, mnemonics,
short-cut keys). The third group of rules checks the generallayout of a window (e.g., title, placement of group boxes, placement of push-buttons) and
the Iayout of specific dialogue boxes (e.g., warning message, open dialogue,
save as dialogue ). The content of the actual rules is restricted to more static
aspects of a GUI. lt is intended to extend the rule base with ruleS\ that also
covers the more dynamic aspects of a GUI (e.g., typical dialogue sequences)
and with rules that represent application domain-specific knowledge (e.g.,
attachment of database functions to interface objects).

Conclusion and Outlook
FIG. 3.37 IDA quality assurance tool-window showing ergonomic deficiencies.

Based on cooperations with scientific (Fachhochschule Darmstadt; University of Bann) and indu~trial partners (Software AG, Darmstadt; SAP AG,
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Walldorf; Hoechst AG, Frankfurt), prototypes of all de~ign aid tools have
been developed and connected with a commercial UIMS (ISA-Dialog Manager from ISA GmbH, Stuttgart). The usefulness and usability ofthese prototypes will now be evaluated from Ul designers in the realistic context of their
application domains. The following benefits for the designer using the UIDE
are expected and will be evaluated:
• Designers will be able to learn human factors knowledge during their
daily work using their development tool ("learning and use on
demand").
• Designers will be enabled to apply ergonomic style guides and guidelines ("usability").
• Designers will be able to use predefined ergonomic interaction objects
("reusability").
• Designers will be able to evaluate the ergonomic quality of their design
during the design process ("quality assurance").
All results of the evaluation process will be considered in the ongoing development process of the design aid tools to improve them.
A further intention of the ongoing development process is to build a specific
design aid tool supporting the design decision process. With the help of such
a tool the rationale for the various user interface design decisions can be
made explicit and recorded for later reference. Having access to an audit trail
through the design rationale is important during iterative development.
Because changes to the interface will often have to be made, it is helpful to
know the reasons underlying the original design. Design rationales can be
captured in a hypertext structure or with the help of video records of design
meetings and selected user tests. lt is planned to extend the IDA advice tool
with special features for capturing. design rationales based on a Special
repository including hypertext documents and videos.
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